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Abstract 

In this paper, we give decompositions of continuity and some weaker forms of continuity 

via idealization using the concepts of -ISA sets, -1ISB sets, -2ISB sets, -3ISB sets,          

-ISA sets, -ISC sets and -ISWLC sets. 

1. Introduction 

Ideal in topological spaces have been considered since 1966 by 

Kuratowski [7] and Vaidyanathaswamy [14]. After several decades, in 1990, 

Jankovic and Hammlet [4] investigated the topological ideals which is the 

generalization of general topology. Whereas in 2010, Khan and Noiri [5] 

introduced and studied the concept of semi local functions. In 2014, Shanthi 

and Ramesh Kumar [11] introduced semi- -SI open sets, pre- -SI open sets 

and -SI open sets. In this paper we introduce the notions of -ISA sets, 

-1ISB sets, -2ISB sets, -3ISB sets, -ISA sets, -ISC sets and -ISWLC sets to 
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obtain decomposition of some weaker forms of continuity. Let  ,X  be a 

topological space and I is an ideal of subset of X. An ideal I on a topological 

space  ,X  is a collection of nonempty subsets of X which satisfies (i) IA   

and AB   implies IB   and (ii) IA   and IB   implies .IBA   

Given a topological space  ,X  with an ideal I on X and if   X  is the set of 

all subsets of X, a set operator      ,: XX 
  called the local function of 

A with respect to  and I, is defined as follows: for 

   IAUXxIAXA   ,,  for every  xU   where 

   UxUx   (Kuratowski 1966). A Kuratowski closure operator 

 cl  for a topology  ,,  I  called the -topology, finer than  is defined by 

     ,IAAAcl  (Vaidyanathaswamy, 1945). When there is no chance 

for confusion, we will simply write A  for   ,IA  and   or  I  for 

 .,  I  If I is an ideal on X, then  IX ,,   is called an ideal space. 

 IAGAG  ,  is a basis for   (Jankovic and Hamlett, 1992). If 

 AclXA ,  and  Aint  will respectively denote the closure and the 

interior of A in  ,X     and   Aint  will denote the interior of A in  ., X  

Definition 1.1.  Let  ,X  be a topological space. A subset A of X is said 

to be semi open [8] if there exists an open set U in X such that 

 .UclAU   The complement of a semi open set is said to be semi-closed. 

The collection of semi open (resp. semi closed) sets in X is denoted by SO(X) 

(resp. SC(X)). The semi closure of A in  ,X  is denoted by the intersection of 

of all semi closed sets containing A and is denoted by  .Ascl  

Definition 1.2. For    IAUXxIAXA   ,,  for very 

 xXSOU ,  is called the semi-local function [5] of A with respect to I and 

, where  .:)(),( UxXSOUxXSO   We simply write A  instead of 

 .,  IA  It is given in [1] that  Is  is a topology on X, generated by the sub 

basis  )(: XSOUEU   and IE   or equivalently    :XUIs   

  .UXUXcl s   The closure operator scl  for a topology  Is  is defined 
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as follows: for   
  AAAclXA s ,  and  Asint  denote the interior of 

the set A in  .,, IX s  It is known that    .II s   A subset A of  

 IX ,,   is called semi -- perfect [6] if -,  AA semi dense in itself [6] 

(resp. semi -- closed [6]) if  AA  (resp. ).AA   

Lemma 1.3 [5]. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space and ., XBA   Then for 

the semi-local function the following properties hold: 

(i) If ,BA   then .  BA  

(ii) If ,U  then   .  AUAU  

Definition 1.4. A   subset A of a topological space X is said to be 

(i) - open [10] if ))).((int(int AclA   

(ii) pre-open [9] if )).((int AclA   

(iii) semi-open [8] if )).((int AclA   

Definition 1.5. A subset A of an ideal space  IX ,,   is said to be 

(i) -I open [3] if    .intint AclA   

(ii) pre --I open [2] if   .int AclA   

(iii) semi --I open [3] if   .int AclA   

Definition 1.6. A subset A of an ideal space  IX ,,   is said to be 

(i) -SI open [11] if    .intint AclA s  

(ii) Pre -- SI open [11] if   .int AclA s  

(iii) Semi -- SI open [11] if   .int AclA s  

(iv) -SI set [11] if      .intintint AAcl s   

(v) -ISC set [11] if ,VUA   where U  and V is an -SI set. 
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(vi) -SI locally closed set [13] if ,VUA   where U  and .VV   

The family of all -SI open (resp. semi -- SI open, pre -- SI open) sets in 

an ideal space  IX ,,   is denoted by )).(),(.()( XPISOXSISOrespXISO  

Lemma 1.7 [11]. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space and .XA   Then the 

following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) A is open; 

(ii) A is -SI open and a -ISC set. 

Lemma1.8 [12]. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space and .XA   If U is open 

in  ,,, IX   then    .AUclAclU ss    

Lemma 1.9 [12]. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space 

(i) If )(XSISOV   and ),(XISOA   then )(XSISOAV   

(ii) If )(XPISOV   and ),(XISOA   then ).(XPISOAV   

Lemma 1.10 [12]. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space. A subset A of X is 

-SI  open if and only if it is semi -- SI open and pre -- SI open. 

2. -ISA sets and -ISA sets 

Definition 2.1. A subset A of an ideal space  IX ,,   is called 

(i) an -ISA set if ,VUA   where U is open and    .int VVcl s   

(ii) a -1ISB set if ,VUA   where U is -SI open and 

   .int XVcl s   

(iii) a -2ISB set if ,VUA   where U is -SI open and   .XVcl s   

(iv) an -ISA set if ,VUA   where U is -SI open and 

   .int VVcl s   

(v) an -ISC set if ,VUA   where U is -SI open and 

    .intint VVcl s   
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(vi) a  -ISWLC set if ,VUA   where U is  open and   .VVcl s   

Proposition 2.1. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space and .XA   The 

following properties hold: 

(i) If A is an -ISA set, then A is a -ISC set. 

(ii) If A is a -1ISB set, then A is a -2ISB set. 

(iii) If A is an -ISA set, then A is a -ISC set. 

(iv) If A is an -ISA set, then A is an -ISA set. 

(v) If A is an -sI locally closed set, then A is a -ISWLC set. 

Proof. Obvious. 

Remark 2.1. Converse of the Proposition 2.1 need not be true as seen 

from the following examples. 

Example 2.1. Let              XdbadababadcbaX ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,   

and       .,,,, cbcbI   Then (i)  dcbA ,, is a -ISC set   but it is not an 

-ISA set. 

(ii)  cbaA ,,  is a -2ISB set but it is not a -1ISB set. 

(iii)  dbA ,  is  a -ISC set but it is not an -ISA set. 

(iv)  cbA ,  is a -ISWLC set but it is not a -SI locally closed set. 

Example 2.2. Let       XcaacbaX ,,,,,,,   and  .I  Then 

 baA ,  is an -ISA set but it is not an -ISA set. 

Theorem 2.1. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space and .XA   Then the 

following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) A is open; 

(ii) A is -sI open and an -ISA set. 

Proof. (ii)(i)   If A is open then     AclAA s intint   

   .intint Acl s  
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Hence A is -sI open. Since XAA   where A is an open set and 

   AXXcl s ,int   is an -ISA set. 

(i)(ii)   By Lemma 1.7, [Proposition 4.16 of [11]] A is -sI open and a 

-ISC set if and only if A is open. Thus applying Proposition 2.1, A is a 

-ISC set.  Therefore, it follows that A is open. 

Proposition 2.2. A subset A is an -ISA set in an ideal space  IX ,,   if 

and only if it is Semi -- sI open and a -ISWLC set. 

Proof. Necessity: Let A be an -ISA set. Then ,VUA   where U  

and    .int VVcl s   By Lemma 1.8, we have      VclUA s int  

        .intintint AclVUclVUcl sss    This shows that A is semi 

-- SI open. Moreover,          VVclVclclVcl ssss   intint  and 

hence  .VclUA s  Therefore, A is a -ISWLC set. 

Sufficiency: Suppose that A is Semi -- SI open and a -ISWLC set. Then 

,VUA   where U is  open and.   .VVcl s   Since 

VAUAVUA  ,,  and hence       VclUAclUA ss  

.AVU   Therefore, we have  .AclUA s  Next, since A is 

Semi -- sI open, we have    AAcl s  int  and     .int AclAcl ss    

Therefore, we obtain           AclAclAclclAcl sssss   intint  

and hence      .int AclAclcl sss    This shows that A is an -ISA set. 

Proposition 2.3. For an ideal space  ,,, IX   every -ISA set is semi 

-- SI open. 

Proof. Let A be an -ISA set in  .,, IX   Then ,VUA   where U is 

-SI open and    .int VVcl s   Therefore V is semi -- SI open. By Lemma 

1.9 (i), A is a semi -- SI open set. 

Theorem 2.2. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space and .XA   Then A is an 

-ISA set if and only if A is an -ISA set and a -ISWLC set. 
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Proof. Necessity: By Proposition 2.1, every -ISA set is an -ISA set. By 

Proposition 2.2, A is a -ISWLC set. 

Sufficiency:  Let A be an -ISA set and a -ISWLC set in  .,, IX   By 

Proposition 2.3, A is also Semi -- SI open. Thus it follows from Proposition 2.2 

that A is an -ISA set. 

Proposition 2.4. For an ideal space  ,,, IX   every -2ISB set is 

pre -- SI open. 

Proof. Let A be a -2ISB set. Then ,VUA   where U is -SI open 

and   XVcl s   and hence V is pre -- SI open. By Lemma 1.9 (ii), A is a 

pre -- SI open set. 

Theorem 2.3. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space and .XA   Then A is 

-SI open if and only if A is a -2ISB set and an -ISA set. 

Proof. The necessity is obvious. 

Sufficiency: Let A be a -2ISB set and an -ISA set. By Proposition 2.4, A 

is pre -- SI open. By Proposition 2.3, A is also semi -- SI open. By Lemma 1.10, 

A is -SI open. 

Theorem 2.4. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space and .XA   Then the 

following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) A is open; 

(ii) A is a -2ISB set, an -ISA set and a -ISWLC set. 

Proof. A is open if and only if A is -sI open and an -ISA set by 

Theorem 2.1. By Theorem 2.2, A is -ISA set if and only if A is an -ISA set 

and a -ISWLC set. Thus it follows from the Theorem 2.3 that A is open if and 

only if A is a -2ISB set, an -ISA set and a -ISWLC set. 

3. Decompositions of Continuity 

Definition 3.1. A function     ,,,: YIXf  is said to be 

-I continuous [3] (resp. semi --I continuous [3], pre --I continuous [2]) if 
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for every  VfV 1,   is an -I open set (resp. semi --I open set, 

pre --I open set) of   .,, IX   

Definition 3.2. A function     ,,,: YIXf  is said to be 

-SI continuous [11] (resp. semi -- SI continuous [11], pre -- SI continuous 

[11]) if for every  VfV 1,   is an -SI open set (resp. semi -- SI open 

set, pre -- SI open set) of  .,, IX   

Definition 3.3. A function     ,,,: YIXf  is -ISA continuous, 

(resp. -1ISB continuous, -2ISB continuous, -ISA continuous, -ISC  

continuous, weakly -LCIS  continuous) if for every  VfV 1,   is an 

-ISA set (resp. a -1ISB set, a -2ISB set, an -ISA set, an -ISC set, a 

-ISWLC set) of  .,, IX   

Theorem 3.1. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space. For a function 

    ,,,: YIXf  the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) f is -SI continuous; 

(ii) f is semi -- SI continuous and pre -- SI continuous; 

(iii) f is -2ISB continuous and -ISA continuous. 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.10 and Theorem 

2.3. 

Theorem 3.2. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space. For a function 

    ,,,: YIXf  the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) f is  -ISA continuous; 

(ii) f is semi -- SI continuous and weakly -LCIS  continuous; 

(iii) f is -ISA  continuous and weakly -LCIS  continuous. 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 

2.2. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let  IX ,,   be an ideal space. For a function 

    ,,,: YIXf  the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) f is continuous; 

(ii) f is -SI continuous and -ISA continuous; 

(iii) f is -2ISB continuous, -ISA continuous and weakly 

-LCIS  continuous. 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 

2.4. 
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